INSTRUCTIONS:
1. REMOVE ADJUSTMENT SCREW FROM IDLER END.
2. REMOVE COVERS FROM DRIVE END AND IDLER END.
3. SLIDE YOKE ASSEMBLY OUT OF IDLER END.
   THREAD BELT THROUGH IDLER END AND THEN THROUGH BOTTOM OF
   YOKE ASSEMBLY, THEN OVER THE PULLEY.
4. PLACE IDLER END COVER AGAINST YOKE ASSEMBLY. THREAD ADJUSTMENT SCREW
   LOOSELY INTO YOKE.
5. SLIDE YOKE ASSEMBLY AND BELT INTO IDLER END HOUSING UNTIL
   IDLER END COVER IS AGAINST THE IDLER END HOUSING. THREADING
   THE BELT THROUGH IDLER END HOUSING.
6. REPLACE IDLER END COVER SCREW. TIGHTEN COVER SCREWS.
7. THREAD OTHER END OF BELT THROUGH BOTTOM OF THE DRIVE END ASSEMBLY.
8. ROUTE BELT OVER PULLEY AND BACK THROUGH DRIVE END ASSEMBLY.
9. REPLACE DRIVE END COVER. REPLACE DRIVE END COVER SCREW. TIGHTEN COVER SCREWS.

4x APPLY LOCTITE 222-MS (SIZE 1)
OR 242 (SIZES 2S, 2L, 3, & 4)

IDLER END HOUSING
YOKE ASSEMBLY
IDLER END
YOKE STOP
COVER
ADJUSTMENT SCREW
AND WASHER

DRIVE END
BELT INSTALLED THROUGH DRIVE ENDS.
SEE MANUAL LPWWPAMAN OR LPBWBPAMAN
FOR ATTACHING BELT TO WHEEL PLATE.
1. Slide wheel plate to one end of track travel.
2. Pull belt ends toward opposite end of track.
3. Rotate belt holder and belt clamp in track plate assembly.
4. Slip belt in-between clamp and holder, so that belt is secured.
5. Install screws through belt clamp, into belt holder, and tighten.
6. Rotate belt holder/clamp assembly back to untwisted state.
7. Slide wheel plate assembly over clamp/holder assembly.
8. Install screws through wheel plate into belt holder.

BASIC WHEEL PLATE ASSEMBLY

TRACK PLATE ASSEMBLY

BASIC WHEEL PLATE BELT HOLDER

4x APPLY LOCTITE # 222-MS (SIZE 1), OR # 242 (SIZES 2S, 2L, 3 & 4)

BASIC WHEEL PLATE BELT CLAMP

END VIEW

SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW
APPLY LOCTITE 222-MS (SIZE 1), OR # 242 (SIZES 2S, 2L, 3 & 4)

Belt

SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW (PIN AT REAR OF CARRIAGE)

DOWEL PIN
EXPLODED VIEW OF LUBRICATOR / WHEEL COVER ASSEMBLIES

- LUBRICATOR
- SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS
- WHEEL COVER
- FELT
- BASIC WHEEL PLATE
ECCENTRIC BUSHING ADJUSTMENT

LOAD BEARING SIDE OF WHEEL PLATE
CONCENTRIC BUSHINGS DO NOT NEED
ADJUSTMENT

WHEEL PLATE

WHEEL BOLT

WRENCH, WHEEL BOLT

WRENCH, ECCENTRIC BUSHING
EXPLODED VIEW OF WHEEL PLATE SHOWING WHEEL REPLACEMENT

WHEEL BOLT
APPLY LOCTITE #242 TO THREADS
(CONCENTRIC SIDE ONLY)

WHEEL SPACER

BUSHING, CONCENTRIC

BUSHING, ECCENTRIC

BASIC WHEEL PLATE
Belt or Chain Tensioning

To adjust belt or chain tension:
1. Move wheel plate to driven end of system.
2. Tighten or loosen adjustment screw located on idler end cover.
3. This will slide yoke assembly in the idler end housing.
4. Adjust until desired tension is achieved.

General
LoPro system length, load, speed, and acceleration profiles all affect the drive tension required for consistent, trouble-free operation. In general, over-tensioning the system should be avoided to prevent premature wear of drive system components.

Belt driven LoPro systems
The ideal tension in linear drive belt systems is achieved when the tensile force is equal to the transmitted force. The transmitted force is the force in the belt when it accelerates or decelerates the load. The force is equal to the load mass x acceleration + friction.

The belt tension can be difficult to estimate while adjusting your LoPro system. The belt should feel firm when pressed upon with a finger, but never be "guitar string" tight when tapped with a finger. The belt tension is correctly set when the slack side of the belt remains taut under maximum operating load. Belt flap or sagging is indicative of insufficient tension.

Chain driven LoPro systems
Horizontally mounted chain driven LoPro systems will have significant variations in chain tensioning requirements, namely due to the varying lengths of the system. For shorter travel lengths, the chain can be tensioned to prevent contact with the track plate. For longer systems, the tension to support the chain weight would be excessive; a wear strip would be required. Chain driven LoPro in sizes 3 and 4 are provided with a UHMW polyethylene strip, which is fixed to the track plate for a reduced friction chain support.
LoPro® DUAL VEE WHEEL FIT-UP

To obtain the best performance from a Bishop-Wisecarver LoPro Linear Motion System, care should be taken to ensure the wheel plate is correctly adjusted.

The guide wheels are fastened to the wheel plate with special mounting bolts. These bolts pass through shouldered bushings that are inserted into the guide wheel. There are two types of bushings; the fixed or concentric, and the adjustable or eccentric. The eccentric bushing has hexagonal wrench flats.

Pre-Load Guide Wheel Adjustment:

1. Check concentric guide wheel mounting bolts for tightness.
2. Loosen the eccentric guide wheel mounting bolt just enough to allow rotation of the eccentric bushing. Make the following adjustments in small increments.
3. Place the LoPro eccentric wrench on the eccentric bushing and rotate the handle away from the center of the wheel plate to a point where the guide wheels contact the track.
4. Hold the guide wheel firmly between your fingers and move the wheel plate along the track. At the same time, rotate the bushing to a point where the guide wheel does not skid on the track. Tighten the wheel bolt snugly so that this temporary adjustment will hold.
5. Repeat this procedure on the second eccentric guide wheel.
6. A proper adjustment is achieved by repeating steps 4 and 5 until a uniform resistance to motion is attained by 'feel' along the entire track.
7. Fully tighten the eccentric wheel bolts to fix both adjustments. Note that both eccentric wheels need to be adjusted prior to performing this final tightening so as to avoid binding of the carriage.
8. Apply wicking thread locker to wheel bolt threads from top of wheel plate. Use Loctite 290 or equivalent—eccentric side only.
TO DETERMINE HALF HOLE AND END SPACES:

TPL = TRACK PLATE LENGTH
L = TRACK PLATE MOUNTING HOLE SPACING

\[
\frac{(TPL \times 2)}{L} - .36 = \text{INTEGER NUMBER AND DECIMAL VALUE}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{INTEGER NUMBER}/2}{2} = \text{NUMBER OF SPACES}
\]

A VALUE WITH .5 REPRESENTS A HALF HOLE

\[
\left(\frac{\text{DECIMAL VALUE} + .36}{L/2}\right) = \text{END SPACES}
\]
LoPro® SYSTEM DRIVE END MOUNTING

APPLY LOCTITE 222-MS (SIZE 1) OR 242 (SIZES 2S, 2L, 3, & 4)

DIM B

SECTION A-A

CUSTOMER'S SUPPORT STRUCTURE

DIM A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LoPro DRIVE/IDLER END</th>
<th>MOUNTING HARDWARE SIZE</th>
<th>END TO MOUNTING HOLE DIM A</th>
<th>MINIMUM SCREW LENGTH DIM B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>6.0 mm [.236 in] Max.</td>
<td>22.0 mm [.866 in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td>10.0 mm [.394 in] Max.</td>
<td>30.0 mm [1.181 in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2L</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td>10.0 mm [.394 in] Max.</td>
<td>35.0 mm [1.378 in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M6</td>
<td>13.0 mm [.511 in] Max.</td>
<td>45.0 mm [1.772 in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M8</td>
<td>13.5 mm [.531 in] Max.</td>
<td>55.0 mm [2.165 in]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>